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More Great Titles!
• FICTION •
Avi
POPPY
Poppy the deer mouse urges her family to move next to
a field of corn big enough to feed them all forever, but
Mr. Ocax, a terrifying owl, has other ideas.
J Fiction Avi
Catling, Patrick
CHOCOLATE TOUCH
Recounts the trials and tribulations of a greedy boy's
predicament when everything he touches turns to
chocolate.
J Fiction Catling
Clements, Andrew
ABOUT AVERAGE
As the end of sixth grade nears,
Jordan Johnson, unhappy that she is only
average in appearance, intelligence
and athletic ability, reveals her special
skills when disaster strikes her Central
Illinois elementary school.
J Fiction Clements
Clements, Andrew
NO TALKING!
The noisy fifth grade boys of Laketon Elementary School
challenge the equally loud fifth grade girls to a "no talking" contest.
J Fiction Clements
Cox, Judy
THAT CRAZY EDDIE AND
THE SCIENCE PROJECT OF DOOM
Best friends Matt and Eddie have a falling out that
threatens to ruin their science fair project. Includes
instructions for making a model of an erupting volcano.
J Fiction Cox
Dahl, Roald
CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY
Each of five children lucky enough to discover an entry
ticket into Mr. Willy Wonka's mysterious chocolate
factory takes advantage of the situation in his own way.
J Fiction Dahl

Funke, Cornelia
INKHEART
12-year-old Meggie learns that her father, who repairs
and binds books for a living, can "read" fictional
characters to life when one of those characters abducts
them and tries to force him into service. J Fiction Funke
Gantos, Jack
JACK ADRIFT: FOURTH GRADE
WITHOUT A CLUE
When his father rejoins the Navy and moves the family
to Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, 10-year-old Jack
becomes confused by a crush on his teacher,
contradictory advice from his parents, and a very
strange neighbor.
J Fiction Gantos
George, Jean Craighead
MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN
A young boy relates his adventures
during the year he spends living alone
in the Catskill Mountains including his
struggle for survival, his dependence on
nature, his animal friends, and his
ultimate realization that he needs human
companionship.
J Fiction George
Henkes, Kevin
YEAR OF BILLY MILLER
Seven-year-old Billy Miller starts second grade with a
bump on his head and a lot of worries, but by the end of
the year he has developed good relationships with his
teacher, his little sister, and his parents and learned many
important lessons.
J Fiction Henkes

Ibbotson, Eva
SECRET OF PLATFORM 13
Odge Gribble, a young hag, joins an
old wizard, a gentle fey, and a giant
ogre on a journey from their magical
island kingdom to London through a
tunnel which opens every nine years for
nine days, to try and rescue the young
prince who had been stolen as an infant nine years
before.
J Fiction Ibbotson
King-Smith
THE WATER HORSE
In 1930, on the coast of Scotland, 8-year-old Kirstie finds
a large egg which hatches into an unusual sea creature,
and as he grows her family must decide what to do with
him.
J Fiction King-Smith
Martin, Ann
TEN RULES FOR LIVING WITH MY SISTER
Nine-year-old Pearl and her popular, thirteen-year-old
sister, Lexie, do not get along very well, but when their
grandfather moves in and the girls have to share a room,
they must find common ground.
J Fiction Martin
MacLachlan, Patricia
WHITE FUR FLYING
A sad and silent 9-year-old boy finds his voice when he
moves next to a family that rescues dogs.
J Fiction MacLachlan
Peirce, Lincoln
BIG NATE: IN A CLASS BY HIMSELF
Supremely confident middle-school student Nate Wright
manages to make getting detention from every one of
his teachers in the same day seem like an achievement.
J Fiction Peirce
Rawls, Lou
WHERE THE RED FERN GROWS
Having purchased two dogs for fifty dollars, young Billy
is determined to create the valley's best hunting team.
J Fiction Rawls
Rowling, J. K
HARRY POTTER
AND THE SORCERER’S STONE
Rescued from the outrageous neglect of
his aunt and uncle, a young boy with
a great destiny proves his worth while
attending Hogwarts School for Witchcraft
and Wizardry.
J Fiction Rowling

Selznick, Brian
WONDERSTRUCK
Having lost his mother and his hearing
in a short time, 12-year-old Ben leaves
his Minnesota home in 1977 to seek
the father he never knew in New York
City, and meets there Rose, who is also
longing for something missing from
her life. Ben's story is told in words;
Rose's in pictures.
J Fiction Selznick

• SERIES •
AMERICAN GIRL
J PB AMERICAN GIRL (Older),
J FICTION AMERICAN GIRL
FIELD TRIP MYSTERIES
J FICTION BREZENOFF
DEAR DUMB DIARY
J PB DEAR DUMB DIARY
KLOOZ
J FICTION BANSCHERUS
NANCY DREW
J FICTION KEENE & J GRAPHIC NOVEL FICTION
SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS
J FICTION SNICKET
SIDEWAYS STORIES
FROM WAYSIDE SCHOOL
J FICTION SACHAR
SPIDERWICK CHRONICLES
J FICTION DITERLIZZI
WHATEVER IT TAKES
J FICTION MLYNOWSKI
39 CLUES
J FICTION THIRTY,
J PLAYAWAY RIORDIAN,
J CDBK THIRTY NINE

